
Innovation Strategy

2. What is the Purpose
of Innovation Strategy?

To allocate resources to
innovation and to focus your
investment in innovation to

where it counts:

To live your business mission

To realise your business
vision

1. What is Innovation
Strategy?

A coherent set of choices
that de�ne your investment
in innovation and the value
you seek to capture from it

4. Key Steps in
Innovation Strategy

Development

1. Context

Before committing material
resources to innovation

investment, make sure the
opportunities you seek and

are investing in are
strategically relevant

If irrelevant to the attainment
of your goals, you will waste
time, e�ort and resources

Establishing a clear context
for your innovation e�orts

allows everyone in your
business to understand

where to look for innovation
and what’s o� limits

The context for your
innovation strategy should

be determined by your
business':

Mission

Vision

Business strategy

2. Innovation investment
objectives

The greater the pace of
change and intensity of

competition in your industry,
the greater the amount of

innovation activity required
to maintain your position
and current pro�tability

You must undertake enough
innovation to keep pace with

your competitors

The larger the gap between
your current and future

desired position, the greater
the output required from

your innovation investment

The more aggressive your
objectives are, the greater

the commitment you need to
devote to innovation

Ultimately, your innovation
objectives need to be shaped

by the:

1. Nature of the industry and
the broader environment

you operate in

2. Goals you have set for
your business

3. Business’ current position,
level of resources,

competencies and appetite
for risk

3. Investment portfolio
weighting

Needs to be spread across
the three investment time

horizons of:

Short-term investments
focused on what you do

‘today’

Middle-term investments
focused on what you will do

‘tomorrow’

Long-term investments
focused on what you will do

‘the next day’

Should take into account
your:

Circumstances

Objectives

Preparedness to accept the
risk that comes from others

having a more aggressive
innovation strategy than you

When starting with
innovation it's best to seek

out smaller scale, more
frequent innovation, as it can

be di�cult to develop
innovation as a core

competency if you are not
engaging in the process on a

regular basis

As your innovation
competencies develop, the

weighting of your innovation
investment portfolio is likely

to change

5. Investment review
timeframe

Your innovation strategy
needs to change as

circumstances change

To facilitate this process, you
should conduct a regular
review of your innovation

investment strategy and the
overarching performance of

your innovation projects

It’s recommended that you
engage in either a six-

monthly or annual review
cycle where you review your

circumstance, goals and
innovation capabilities – and,
where applicable, reset your

innovation strategy

4. Investment performance
metrics

As projects transition from
one time horizon to another,

they should only be held
accountable to the

performance metrics of that
time horizon. That is, projects

focused on:

Today (the current business
activities) can be held to
account for an (almost)

immediate return on
investment. The returns that

you seek for short-term
investments are likely to

approach or exceed those
currently being generated by

your business

Tomorrow (on-boarding the
next generation of high-

growth business
opportunities) cannot be

expected to provide a
material return on

investment until they
transition from young to

established businesses. The
returns that you seek for

your medium-term
investments are likely to be
well below those currently
being generated by your
established business(es)

The next day (opportunities
that will sustain the business
far into the future) cannot be

expected to provide any
return until they become

young businesses – and in
due course, established

businesses

3. What Does an
Innovation Strategy

Do? It Provides:

Winning aspiration:

It builds on your business
mission and strategy and

provides an understanding of
why and where innovation is

needed to achieve the
business vision

Where you will play:

It clearly communicates the
innovation objectives so that
everyone understands what

types of innovation are being
sought and what’s o� limits

How you will win:

It assists in prioritising the
investment in innovation,

allocating those resources to
the strategically relevant

projects and extracting best
return on investment

What capabilities you
require:

It guides the selection,
development and
implementation of

appropriate innovation
processes, procedures and
projects – what innovation
competencies need to be

developed and what projects
can be executed e�ectively

What management systems
you require:

It allows for the assessment
and monitoring required to
ascertain current strengths,
challenges and what needs
to be in place for innovation

to be e�ective


